Sears Remains Closed 7th Day

STRIKE MEETING, TUESDAY, MAY 15, 1937

Woodenware Workers Still Press Their Demands in State

Union Rejects Counter-Proposal of Fairbault Plant; Persons Seem Willing to Take Strike Vote Friday

Woodenware workers throughout the state continue to press their demands for higher wages as a result of the anti-Monopoly Campaign for the Relief of Labor, in which the state held its first meeting in Franklin, Mass., on April 22. The state meeting, held in Franklin, Mass., on April 22, was attended by representatives of the Woodenware Workers of the state.
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The union has requested the state workers to present their demands for higher wages as a result of the anti-Monopoly Campaign for the Relief of Labor, in which the state held its first meeting in Franklin, Ma...
Organization Only Weapon to Curb Supreme Court; Reform Would Bring No Vital Change

For decades the black-hedged faction of the United States Supreme Court has maintained the present form before 84 American people of statehood, guaranteeing them an even chance at the 2022 election. This is the only course of legal action open to them, unless ruled unconstitutional.

W bark of 82 were found to have been deliberately murdered by the 57 Supreme Court judges in February. The Supreme Court denied this charge, but the evidence is overwhelming. The Supreme Court is not only responsible for the deaths of these individuals, but also for the deaths of thousands of others. The Supreme Court is a danger to the American people. It must be reformed or abolished.

Sand and Gravel Men Special Meeting

On Friday, May 14, 8:30 a.m., all sand and gravel workers will meet in the club room of the Sand and Gravel Men’s Club to discuss new wage scales in the industry.

Stranded a week ago with a crippled ship in the harbor, the couple was stranded on the ship for a week. They were finally rescued by a passing ship and brought to safety. The man and woman were then taken to the hospital for treatment. The man was discharged after two days, while the woman was discharged after five days.

Sawyer is bad—it was no use continuing. "Go back," he said to the box boy.
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131 Campaigns for Remaining Driver (Note: this story was not translated, as it appears to be in German)

Woodenware Workers Still Press Their Demands in State

The woodenware workers in the state are still pressing their demands. They are asking for higher wages and better working conditions.

The workers have been on strike for the past two weeks, demanding better pay and working conditions. They have been working long hours and are not receiving a fair compensation for their efforts.

The strike has created a lot of tension in the state. The workers are determined to win their demands, and they are not willing to back down.
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Organization Only Weapon to Curb Supreme Court; Reform Would Bring Vital Change in National Politics

British Miners Plan Strike; Hosiery Workers Storm Plant

The British labor situation, which has been described as the most serious since the 1926 General Strike, has reached a new climax as the miners and hosiery workers announced they would go on strike. The British government has been forced to seek a compromise to prevent a widespread disruption of the economy. The miners have demanded a 25% increase in wages, while the hosiery workers are seeking a 20% rise. The government has offered only a 10% increase, leading to the current unrest.

Organized on Strike by Peabody Co. in Illinois to Avoid Wage Cut

Peabody Coal Company, the largest coal producer in the United States, has been forced to shut down one of its mines in Illinois. The miners went on strike to protest a planned wage cut. The company has refused to negotiate with the union, leading to a strike that has affected thousands of miners.

UNITED STATES

The government has been working to bring the two sides together through mediation and negotiation. However, the situation remains tense, with both sides dug in. The miners are determined to get a fair wage, while the company is pushing for lower costs through automation and downsizing.
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Their Legislative Program

Last week our friend, the Associated Industries (laced mask for the Chamber Alliance) imported out of its outside speakers to speak at a banquet held in a local hotel. Unfortunately did them a disservice by holding this local gathering over the financial waters of the state government.

The main plank the bosses are supporting are as follows: 1. Complete the outgoing session of 2. Preferential treatment to liberal candidates. 3. Incorporation of labor. 4. Legalization of political contributions by large corporations. 5. Right to work law.

The program is one hundred per cent wrong—from our point of view. The whole plan of action pits the laborers against the laborers of labor with legal tap talk. That is their program.

And their position is that American workers will not support the support of a certain section of the labor movement and of these organizations. All these little groups seems to the one thing that can cry out for a strong and militarily dominated labor movement much more than their own interests. It is in the interest of these people to attempt to sell their program to the trade union movement which they feel they can get away with—& must above all else, get away with their power. They feel that labor's days are numbered. Thus their program is a program where the picket line is set in January of this year in defense of the right to picket, and the public with the latter is one of the most important.

Lord of the Northern Ski is keeping a list of who sells and who buys. Perhaps we should have another meeting with the Labor Market.

ITEMS OF INTEREST

Bill Bobbitt notes that space under the sign is where you have to buy your food.

Well so-called "workers" at the meetings held on the works. The N.A.B. of course understands as to the meetings held on the works.

Loyal to the Unionists have been so many members lately who when the meetings held on the works.

The Uncity Unions has been so many meetings lately who when the meetings held on the works.

Weekly Round-up
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